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Wave Dispersion, Growth Rates, and Mode 
Converter Analysis for a Sheet Beam, 

Hybrid-Mode Cerenkov Amplifier 
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Abstruct- The hybrid-mode dispersion relation and resonant 
growth rates are solved for a finite-thickness sheet electron beam 
propagating through a rectangular guide with a thin dielectric 
slab. Analytic results for the growth rates, bandwidth, and mode 
competition for an infinite magnetic field in the limit of a dilute 
beam are then presented. To properly couple to the desired EHlo 
hybrid amplifier slow wave mode, the coupled waveguide mode 
equations are solved for a dielectric taper to accomplish the 
TElo to EH10 mode transition. A piecewise linear taper which 
suppresses the competing EHll mode and other hybrid modes is 
developed and the overall amplifier system is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE most common electron optics configuration for mi- T crowave slow-wave (or Cerenkov) amplifiers includes 
a round cross-section (or pencil) beam, an electrostatically 
focused Pierce gun, and confined flow with either an axial 
magnetic field or PPM focusing. The most constraining of 
these features for high-power operation at millimeter wave- 
lengths is the choice of a round-beam cross section. High 
power implies keeping the beam current high, while shrinking 
the beam diameter to accommodate the smaller clearances 
associated with millimeter-wave (MMW) circuit structures. 
The subsequent increase in beam space charge makes beam 
confinement difficult and is responsible for high body currents. 
Consequently, one rapidly encounters a practical maximum 
limit on either operating frequency (for a given average 
power requirement) or output RF average power (for a given 
frequency requirement). This design limit for pencil beam 
devices is especially relevant to “low-voltage,’’ “soft” electron 
beams (i.e., less than 100 kV.) 

One solution to this challenge that has recently received 
increased scrutiny is to use “sheet” electron beams [1]-[6]. By 
sheet electron beam, we refer here to beams with rectangular 
cross section having transverse dimension aspect ratios greater 
than or equal to 10. Historically, this configuration has been 
plagued by concerns of diocotron [7] - [ 101 or similar velocity- 
shear driven beam instabilities. However, recent experiments 
indicate that stable sheet beam transport is possible by using 
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either periodic [l], [2] or sufficiently strong axial magnetic 
field focusing [4]. 

The advantage of sheet electron beams is that while one 
transverse dimension remains small and compatible with 
MMW circuit clearances, the other transverse dimension is 
enlarged to reduce beam space charge. In this manner, high 
beam current and higher average RF power operation are 
possible in a single device. From this perspective, it is 
desirable to increase the beam’s wide transverse dimension 
virtually without limit. Realistically, input RF coupling as 
well as beam and cathode alignment tolerances become more 
problematic as the sheet beam’s design width is increased. 

This paper analyzes several of the physically important 
features for a MMW, Cerenkov sheet beam amplifier with 
a configuration which is readily adaptable to rectangular 
waveguide input/output couplers-i.e., a modest-width sheet 
beam with transverse dimension ratios between 10 and 20. One 
of the most important consequences of using finite-width sheet 
beams is that this implies a finite-width rectangular Cerenkov 
structure, rather than the infinitely wide parallel-plate config- 
uration of [5], [11]-[14]. As a result, the interaction involves 
“hybrid” modes [15] rather than pure TE or TM modes. We 
have incorporated this feature, as well as finite beam thickness 
and spacing from the slow-wave structures into our dispersion 
and growth-rate analyses of Section 11. Furthermore, consistent 
with our interest in an amplifier device, we have evaluated 
requirements for efficient, low reflection, input and output 
mode conversion tapers. These converters permit the input and 
output waves to be the conventional TElo mode, launched and 
radiated from an ordinary smooth-wall rectangular guide. This 
hybrid mode converter analysis is presented in Section 111. 
Finally, in Section IV, we comment on other relevant issues, 
including sheet beam stability, as well as limits to the validity 
of our model computations. 

11. DISPERSION RELATION AND RESONANT GROWTH RATE 

A. Modeling of a Confined Electron Beam 

The dielectric Cerenkov maser consists of a relativistic sheet 
electron beam streaming through a dielectric-lined rectangular 
guide as shown in Fig. 1. An infinite magnetostatic field is 
assumed so that the effect of electron gyromotion is excluded 
and only the space-charge wave of the beam is considered. 
The thermal effect of the beam is neglected so that the sheet 
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Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of a dielectric-lined guide with a sheet beam 
streaming through it. (a) Three-dimensional view. (b) Cross-sectional view. 

beam can be treated as a cold fluid. Under these assumptions, 
the electron’s motion is constrained to the axial dimension 
and is perturbed by the electromagnetic wave, considered here 
as a first-order perturbation. By linearizing the Lorentz force 
equation and the Maxwell equations, the beam can be replaced 
by an effective dielectric constant [14] 

= 8 I p X b ]  (1) 

where the susceptibility X b  - w i / y i ( w  - k,vo)’ reflects the 
electron polarization response to the perturbing E, field. 

A beam propagating through a finite magnetic guiding field 
can excite the fast and slow space-charge waves as well as 
the fast and slow cyclotron waves. The slow space-charge 
mode can become unstable when the synchronism holds. Case 
et al. [16] and Kuo et al. [17] examined the competition of 
space-charge-Cerenkov and cyclotron-Cerenkov instabilities 
for an ideal case of beam propagating through a fully filled 
planar guide. Based on their findings, the cyclotron instability 
dominates if 

3/10 

Y >> 1sTB031  
LJbfoE:”] 

where Bo is the axial magnetic field in kG, Jb is the beam 
current density in A/cm2, fo is the operating frequency in 
GHz, and E ,  denotes the relative dielectric constant. For 
parameters of interest here, Bo = 4 kG, J b  = 10 A/cm2, E? = 
10, and fo = 35 GHz, the cyclotron-Cerenkov interaction 
dominates for beam voltages larger than 1.5 MV, which is far 
above the beam voltage range (c  100 kV) considered in the 
following analysis. 

Freund and Ganguly [ 181 have used numerical techniques 
to analyze a dielectric-lined cylindrical wave guide of 3 mm 
radius to amplify single-mode 100-GHz radiation. They carry 
out a nonlinear solution of the problem, neglecting space 
charge, and find gain and efficiency which agree with an 
earlier experiment. Garate et al. [SI, [6]  have derived the 
small signal gain for the parallel-planar, dielectric Cerenkov 
configuration in the tenuous beam limit and compared it with 
experimental results. The TMol planar mode they examine 
predicts submillimeter growth rates as high as 3 dB/cm for 
closer beam-dielectric gaps (0.1 mm) than are considered here 
and for 50-A currents. In this work, we focus on rectangular 
guide, hybrid-mode linear growth rates, mode competition, and 
mode converters necessary to realize this Cerenkov amplifier. 

B. An Equivalent Multilayer Field Problem 

Once the susceptibility X b  is obtained, the problem is 
reduced to a multilayer field problem. Note that this partially 
filled waveguide structure cannot support either pure TE or 
TM modes. Hence, we consider general cases of hybrid 
modes. In each layer, the relation of field components and 
the governing wave equation is found by manipulating the 
Maxwell equations: 

For the EH,, Mode: 

1 - I C :  - IC: E, = 0. ( 2 )  

For the HE,, Mode: 

1 H Y =  0 

(3)  

with 

1, inside the beam 
0, elsewhere s = 1 + xb@(y), @(y) = 

where E, = 1 in the vacuum layers, E ,  = 1 + X b  in the beam 
layer, and E ,  denotes the relative dielectric constant of the 
material in the dielectric layer. 

Solving (2)  and (3) and applying the appropriate boundary 
conditions, we obtain the dispersion equation for the beam- 
mode Cerenkov interaction: 
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where Kd,  KO, K b  are the transverse wave numbers in the 
dielectric, vacuum beam, and beam regions, respectively, 

The dispersion equations obtained above are suitable for 
operation in the collective regime (including the high-gain 
Compton and Raman regimes), where collective space-charge 
effects are important. Note that by letting the beam thickness t 
go to zero (no beam case), the dispersion equations reduce to 
those for a dielectric-lined guide without the beam as follows: 

K d  tan K d d  = -€,KO tan K O ( b  - d) ,  for the EH2;mode 

(6) 

K d  tan K d d  = E ~ K O  tanh K O ( ~  - d ) ,  for the EH$zmode 

(7) 

K d  cot l cdd  = - K O  cot K O ( b  - d ) ,  for the HEk:mode 

(8) 

K d  cot K d d  = -KO coth K o ( b  - d ) ,  for the HEzTmode 

(9) 

where the mode notation is chosen consistent with that used 
by Harrington [19]. An EH mode has a dominant magnitude 
of E,, compared with that of H ,  and vice versa for an HE 

mode. In general, a fast wave has a phase velocity larger 
than the speed of light in vacuum, and a slow wave has a 
smaller phase velocity. Note that in the limit of large beam 
and waveguide cross sections (a ,  b, t + CO; d ,  A, S + 0), 
the EH mode dispersion equation (4) reduces to the familiar 
1-D space-charge resonance equation: 

In principle, we can obtain the complex wave number k ,  for 
an arbitrary beam-current density by solving the transcendental 
equations (4) and (5). To obtain an analytic solution of the 
growth rate near synchronism, we will consider a dilute beam 
in the following section. 

C. A Resonant Growth Rate for a Dilute Beam 

Conceptually, the complete beam-dielectric waveguide 
structure supports the coupled dielectric-lined guide waves 
and space-charge waves. The coupling becomes strong when 
phase velocities are close to each other. In this situation, the 
system is at synchronism and the coupled field is modified 
from the fields fro the uncoupled dielectric-lined guided wave 
and the beam space-charge wave. However, if the beam is 
dilute ( X b  << l), the field modification due to the coupling 
becomes modest. Then the dispersion functions D E ( w ,  k,, X b )  
and D H ( w ,  k,, X b )  can be expanded around X b  = 0 and the 
resonance point ( w r e s ,  k,, res): 

The resonance point (w,,, , k ,  ,,,,) simultaneously satisfies the 
uncoupled space-charge wave equation (lo), and the un- 
coupled dielectric-lined dispersion equations, (7) and (9). 
Substituting these relationships into (11) leads to the solution 
for the perturbed wave number for the EH,, mode: 

L a 1  
. F'I3(d ,  S, t ,  A, t r )  
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tanh not[l - tanh KOA tanh KOS + tanh KO(A + S)(tanh KOA - tanh QS)] 
. .  { 
-___ [1+ tanh KOA tanh no6 - tanh KO(A + S)(tanh KOA + tanh KoS) ]  

cosh2 KOt 

and for the HE,,  mode, 

L T J  
. F:’/”(d, 6, t ,  A, e r )  

with 

x tanh Kot[coth 606 - coth KOA + coth no(A + G)(coth K,Acoth nob - I)] 

W 2  not 
{ 

- 
~ ( K O C ) ~  + w2 cosh2& 

. [coth ~ 0 6  + coth noA - coth no(A + G)(coth KOA coth no6 + l)]  

Recall that a dilute beam X b  << 1 has been assumed for obtaining the above resonant growth rates. For consistency, the 
derived resonant grown rates in (12) and (13) have to be substituted into the expression of X b  and rechecked. Hence, we obtain 
a constraint on the plasma frequency for the validity of the dilute beam model: 

1 2 7 0  3/21W+uFE, k;t+k,  for the EH,, mode 

for the HE,, mode. 1. 2 70 3/24Qf3-%FH, k,+k:  k ;  
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Fig. 2. Resonant growth rate and dielectric thickness versus the elec- 
tron-beam voltage. 

D. Analytic Results of Resonant Growth Rate for a Dilute Beam 

The resonant growth and dielectric thickness versus beam 
voltage are shown in Fig. 2 for a rectangular waveguide 
with a size of 2.286 by 1.016 cm and a sheet beam with 
a current density of 1 A/cm2. For a given beam voltage 
and operating frequency, the resonant dielectric thickness d,,, 
is determined from (7) or (9) and (lo), which satisfy the 
Cerenkov synchronous condition. Inevitably, the beam-mode 
interaction will slightly shift the d,,, value from that calculated 
above. The growth rate is found to be 0.8-2 dB/cm. Note that 
the dielectric thickness is very sensitive to the variation of the 
beam voltage near threshold for Cerenkov amplification, and 
less sensitive far above the threshold. This implies that for 
low-beam voltages near the threshold operation regime, poor 
fabrication tolerances will lead to significantly reduced gains. 

For higher power operation, the current density of a 40-kV 
beam is increased to a value of 32 A/cm2. One should note 
that for this range of current density, the condition xb < 1 is 
marginally satisfied (i.e., x b  - 0.4). The resonant growth rate 
calculated from (12) and (13), which is valid for a dilute beam 
( X b  << l), can only be considered as an optimistic prediction, 
and more accurate results must be solved directly from the 
dispersion equations (4) and (5). A resonant growth rate of 
2 dB/cm is obtained from (12) and an extraction efficiency 
of 3% is obtained from approximate beam-energy reduction 
based on conventional trapping arguments for the EH10 mode 

r 
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Fig. 3. Spectral competition of growing modes. System parameters are as 
follows: a = 2.286 cm; b = 1.016 cm: d = 3 mm; 6 = 0.5 mm; 
t = 1 mm; E ,  = 10; b'b = 40 kV; and J b  = 1 .4/cm2. 

at 35 GHz for E~ = 10. The E,-field decay length above 
the dielectric (= 2.rrlr;o) is about 5 mm, which indicates that 
an electron beam must be placed within 5-mm above the 
dielectric liner for a strong interaction. The saturation length is 
estimated to be 30 cm for a saturation power level of 8.7 kW, 
estimated from the usual bounce length criterion obtained from 
ponderomotive theory [20]. 

Since the guide is over-sized, higher order modes are 
expected to compete with the fundamental EH10 mode. The 
competition in the frequency domain is plotted in Fig. 3, 
which shows that the EH20 and EH30 modes are the com- 
peting modes in the nearby frequency bands, whereas the 
EH ml (m = 1,2,  . . .) modes compete in a higher frequency 
range. By careful mode coupler design, selective excitation 
of the EH?:" mode at the amplifier input can be ensured. 
This, along with nonlinear mode suppression effects [21], 
[22], should minimize mode competition. The mode converter 
design problem is discussed in the next section. 

111. HYBRID-MODE CONVERTER 

A.  Coupled Mode Equations 

The amplifier configuration we deal with is a constant cross- 
section guide filled with an inhomogeneous and anisotropic 
medium. The inhomogeneity comes from the dielectric liner 
and electron beam, which partially fill the waveguide. The 
anistropy is due to the electron motion in a strong magne- 
tostatic field, where an electron beam is treated as an active 
medium with an anisotropic dielectric coefficient, as in (1). We 
generalize the hybrid-mode treatment of an isotropic dielectric- 
lined guide by choosing eigenmodes of a waveguide filled with 
the inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium: 
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- 
6 O k l ,  0 < y < d ( z )  
C O T  d ( z ) <  y < b -  A - t  

= [ E o , :  : : 1 .  b - A - t < y < b - A  
0 0 1 + X b  - 

dl b - A < y < b. 

The susceptibility, X b ,  can be a complex quantity due to the beam-mode interaction. The field is expanded in terms of local 
normal modes, which are eigenmodes of an artificial uniform guide with a cross section identical to that of the nonuniform 
guide at z. By use of the reciprocity theorem [23],  the coupled-mode equations are obtained in terms of the wave forward 
and backward amplitudes as follows: 

where A(O) = X o  

A1 

A2 

A N  

A-1 

A-2 

A - N  

Ki,i Ki,2 * . . 
K2,l K2,2 . ' ' 

K-lJ  K-1,2 * * . 
K-2,1 K-2,2 . . . 

0 

KL-1 
K2,-1 

K-1,-1 

K-2,-1 

In the above expressions, the positive index has been adopted for the mode propagating in the positive z direction, and 
the negative index is used for negative z propagation. The set of coupled mode equations derived above includes forward 
and backward mode-mode coupling, multiple coupling, and the beam-mode interaction. Since the integrand in (17) involves 
taking the z-derivative of eigenfields, the coupling coefficient K,, is very inconvenient to manipulate. Since the beam-mode 
interaction mainly occurs in the uniform Cerenkov interaction region, we ignore the beam-mode coupling effect in the converter 
region; i.e., 7 is considered lossless. Consequently, the form of K,, is simplified further as follows: 
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B. Analytic Solutions Along the Mode Converter 

We shall obtain an analytic form of solution for a gradual 
converter, where numerous waveguide modes can propagate 
simultaneously. The differential matrix equation (16)is very 
difficult to solve analytically unless the matrix %(z)  = 
T ( z )  + z(z) is a triangular matrix. To resolve this difficulty, 
we will adopt the approach of [24], which was developed for a 
smooth-wall mode converter. The differential matrix equation 
- is first transformed by a similarity transformation x ( z )  = 
P ( z )  . B(z). The choice of F ( z )  is based on the observation 
that the problem essentially describes a physical problem of 
coupled harmonic oscillators. The transfer is equivalent to 
the procedure of looking for the uncoupled - normal modes 
of the system, whichare the eigenvectors of z. Therefore, 
the transform matrix P,  composed of these eignevectofs, is 
a diagonalizing matrix, which diagonalizes the matrix @ to 
the matrix r. However, - since the coupling coefficients are 
spatially - varying, P( z )  becomes a quasi-diagonalizing matrix 
for % ( z ) .  This transformation yields a diagonalized matrix i, 
with an additional off-diagonal matrix Z(z) .  For a gentle taper 
rate converter, z ( z )  is a small variable, and the transformed 
differential matrix equations are solved in orders of e ( z ) :  

- 

- 

m = - n  

299 

(19) 

In principle, this formulation can be used for an arbi- 
trary number of - modes, provided that the eignevectors and 
eigenvalues of % ( z )  are - obtainable. It is relatively easy 
for the two-dimensional w(z), but it becomes cumbersome 
when higher order dimensions are considered. To obtain an 
explicit analytic solution, we focus our efforts on the two-mode 
forward coupling. 

The dielectric-lines converter under consideration is as- 
sumed to only be tapered in the y dimension, so that only 
those modes with the same field distribution in the z dimension 
are coupled. This leads to the selection rule that coupling 
exists among those modes with the same m index. Moreover, 
from (19), strong coupling occurs for those modes propagating 
in the same direction and with close phase velocities. For 
further simplification, only the direct coupling between any 
two modes is considered; i.e., recoupling through the third 
mode is neglected. We can then restrict our attention to only 
two modes at a time. The coupled mode equation is now recast 
as 

where the coupling coefficient C ( z )  is calculated from (19) 
as follows. 

1) EH?:‘ + EH?;‘: 
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. eip* [ ~ ( z )  - i ~ ( z ) l ]  

. eipd[W(z) - i T ( z ) ] * ]  
+ A2(0)[cosB(z)eiPs + isinB(z) 

f COS Kd,mnd COS Kd,med 
p s ( z )  = l [ B ( z ' )  + r ( z ' ) ]  dz'. (26) 

4) + HE;,"": 

C = L w 2 p o c o ( ~ ,  - l)d'(z)NmnNme 

0 

Note that Pd and ps are the phase functions of the quasi-normal 
modes of the system, and p can be interpreted as a phase 
accumulation due to the axial variation of coupling coefficient. 

Before elaborating on the mode evolution along the con- 
4Fm 
. cosh ~ o , ~ ~ ( b  - d) sinh ~o,,e(b - d) 

5) EH:;" -+ EH:,"": 

verter, we examine the mode conversion path as the dielectric 
thickness varies. It is demonstrated in Fig. 4 that the empty 
TEmo mode is converted into the partially filled EHmo mode, 
and then evolves into the fully filled TEmo mode. Likewise, 
the empty TEon mode converts to the HEon mode, and back 
to the fully filled TEon mode. In addition, the HE11 and 
EH11 modes merge into the degenerate empty TEll and TMl l  
modes. Except for the EHmo modes, each mode changes its 
characteristics from a fast wave to a slow wave, depending on 
the dielectric parameters and frequency. 

C. Linear Taper for a TE;","-to-EH$'"' Mode Converter 

Consider a simple linear taper with ztap = 10 cm in a 
waveguide with the size of a x b = 2.286 x 1.016 cm2 
(WR90), a dielectric constant of E, = 10, and a thickness 
varying from zero to d,,, = 1.2 mm. The value of d,,, is 
determined from (7) and (10)-i.e., the Cerenkov synchronous 
condition at 35 GHz for the EH10 mode and a beam voltage 
of 40 kV. 

The mode conversion functions 20 (E tan-' 2C/Ap) for 
EHlo-to-EHll, EH10-to-EH12, EHlo-to-HE11, and EHlo-to- 

Eventually, the evolution of the coupled modes along the EH11 (backward) modes are plotted in Fig. 5. It indicates 
that the accumulation of mode conversion from EHlo-to-HEll 
forward coupling along the taper is dominant. In addition, each 
curve has a peak value at a particular axial location, determined 
by the wave number difference and the field scalar-product 
contributions to the coupling strength. Although the mode 

converter is obtained: 

Al(z) = A1(0)[cosO(z)eiPd + isinO(z) 
. ezps[W(z) - i ~ ( z ) ] ]  

+ A:!(O)[isinB(z)e'p5 - cos0(z) 
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Fig. 5. Mode conversion functions of EHlo-to-EH11, EHlo-to-EHIz, 
EHlo-to-HEll ,  and EHlo-to-EH11 (backward) for a linear taper. System 
parameters: a = 2.286 cm; b + 1.016 cm; er = 10; d,,, = 1.2 mm; and 
fo = 35 (3%. 

separation (and phase velocity difference) is small initially, 
the field modification from a vacuum wave-guide field is 
less sensitive to variations in the dielectric thickness in this 
dielectric thickness range. At the other end of the taper, the 
mode separation is larger due to the comparatively thicker liner 
which consequently weakens the coupling strength. Hence, the 
largest mode coupling occurs in the middle region of a linear 
taper, as seen in Fig. 5. 

The evolution of EH11, EH12, and HE11 modes for an 
incident TElo mode along the converter is shown in Fig. 6. 
The dependence of the coupling coefficient, c(z ) ,  on the spatial 
derivative of the dielectric thickness d'(z)  [cf. expressions 
below (23)] results in a small amount of mode conversion at 
the beginning of the taper ( z  = 0) due to a discontinuity in the 
derivative, d ' (z ) .  We analytically calculate the effect of this 
discontinuity and use the result to set initial conditions at z = 0 
for the various modes displayed in Fig. 6. The TElo mode 
primarily converts into the EH10 mode, together with coupling 
to higher order modes, as soon as the coupling mechanism 

Fig. 6. Power evolution of EH11, EH12, and HE11 modes along the liner 
profile converter at 35 GHz from the two-mode calculation. 

30 32 34 36 38 4 0  

frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 7. Spectral evolution of resultant coupled E H i i ,  EHiz ,  and H E i i  
modes for a linear-profile converter. 

starts. The power is coupled back and forth between modes, 
which corresponds to the oscillating part of the curves in 
Fig. 6. Among the undesired coupled modes, the EH11 power 
is at least 20 dB larger than either the EH12 or HE11 modes. 
The resultant EH11 mode at the end of the taper has 4.6% 
(or-13.4 dB) of the total input power. Regarding frequency 
response, Fig. 7 illustrates that the EH11 mode is the dominant 
coupled mode over the 30- to 40 GHz range. 

D. An Improved Taper Profile 

To improve the performance of a mode converter. several 
optimization schemes have been proposed for the smooth-wall 
and perturbed-wall mode converters. References [24] -[26] 
optimize the profile in (20, p)  space and then transform back 
into physical (a, z )  space, where 20 and p are defined in the 
same way as in (26), and a is the radius of the smooth-wall 
cylindrical guide. In contrast, Lawson [27] was able to design a 
generalized-raised-cosine taper profile directly in (a, z )  space 
which shows better performance than other profiles over a 
specified frequency range. Schill and Seshadri [28], and Luo 
et al. [29], [30] give optimization criteria for maximizing 
the conversion efficiency by perturbing the guide radius. The 
essential difference in the configuration under consideration 
here is that a high-dielectric constant liner, necessary for low- 
voltage Cerenkov interaction, is to be tapered up from zero to 
several millimeters. To up-taper this thin dielectric liner with 
an optimized general profile is mechanically impractical. A 
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Fig. 9. Taper profiles of various piece-wise linear tapers. 

linear of piece-wise linear profile is preferable. Hence, in the 
- 1 5  I 

following we will improve the linear taper using a piece-wise 
profile. 

Examining the form of the coupling coefficient in (23), we 
can decompose it as the product of taper rate -&((d(z)) and 
the other term, denoted as E, which is explicitly independent 
of the taper rate. An improvement criterion is described as 
follows. The taper rate is chosen small whenever becomes 
large under the constraint that the total taper length and final 
dielectric thickness are fixed. 

Two-piece and a three-piece linear tapers are caldulated, 
respectively. The EH11 power is dramatically reduced to 2.0% 
(-17 dB) and 0.2% (-27 dB) at 35 GHz for the 2-piece 
and 3-piece linear tapers as shown in Fig. 8. The respective 
taper profiles are depicted in Fig. 9. Over the 30- to 40-GHz 
range, the 3-piece taper has coupled EH11 power at least 8- 
and 5-dB lower than that of the 1-piece and 1-piece tapers, 
respectively. We then examine other coupled modes for the 
improved 3-piece taper profile. Fig. 10 shows that the EH12 
and HE11 power levels are much less than the EH11 mode 
for 35 GHz and beyond, the EH12 mode becomes significant 
below 30 GHz. This is due to the fact that the EH12 mode 
is near cut off at 30 GHz. Note that for modes near cut off, 
backward wave coupling becomes important and is neglected 
in our analysis of two-mode forward coupling; therefore the 
calculation is no longer valid. Naturally, we may increase the 
number of taper segments for further improvement, but the 
complexity of fabrication would offset the gain. 

IV. A CERENKOV AMPLIFIER SYSTEM 
For a complete Cerenkov amplifier, a sheet electron beam is 

injected through a slow-wave guiding structure, which consists 
of an input mode converter, an interaction region, and an 
output mode converter, as shown in Fig. 11. Regarding the 
sheet-beam generation and transport, a concern is that beam 
rotation, deformation, breakup, and diocotron instability are as- 
sociated with the solenoidal magnetic guiding field. Substantial 
experimental and theoretical work for conventional microwave 
tubes has been conducted since the 1950's [7]-[lo], [31], [35]. 
A worst-case estimation for the diocotron instability growth 

- 4 0  " ' I " ~ I '  

30 32 3 4  36 38 0 

frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 10. Spectral evolution of resultant coupled EH11, EH12, and HE11 
modes for a three-piece linear taper. 

length can be obtained from [5]-[7], recast as follows: 

For example, the diocotron growth length is 30 cm for a 40- 
kV, 10-A/cm2 beam of 1-mm thickness confined by a 4-kG 
magnetic field, which is marginally sufficient for millimeter- 
wave amplifiers. Higher magnetic fields tend to suppress the 
instability. Regarding beam generation, Booske et al. [l], [2] 
have developed a sheet beam in the high-voltage regime with 
a wiggler confinement scheme, and Ferendeci [3] is designing 
a sheet beam with a current of 10 A and size of 2 by 20 mm 
for planar gyrotron applications. Furthermore, the sheet-beam 
generation and stable confinement by a sufficiently strong 
magnetic field has been demonstrated by Read et al. [4] for 
use in a gyrotron. 

For the mode evolution in the input mode converter, the 
analytic results from two-mode coupling theory, obtained 
in Section 111, can be applied to the region in the mode 
converter, but the theory is not self-consistent very close to 
the Cerenkov interaction region. This is because the beam- 
wave Cerenkov interaction becomes strong when the beam 
and slow waves approach the interaction region. The mode 
converter is designed to convert the launched TElo mode to 
the desired EH10 mode, but the unwanted EH11, EH12, and 
HE11 modes are excited also. 
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Fig. 11. Schematic sketch of a dielectric Cerenkov amplifier system. 

After entering the interaction region, the beam-wave evolu- 
tion can be described by the results from Section 11. Typically, 
the desired EH10 mode is amplified by the beam with a growth 
rate of 0.8-2 dB/cm. The strongly competing modes include 
the EH20 and EH30 modes, in contrast to the EH11 mode in 
the mode converter. The spatial range of validity of this small- 
signal analysis is determined by the inverse spatial growth 
length for the beam diocotron instability and the distance for 
nonlinear saturation of the beam-wave interaction, depending 
on which is shortest. 

At the end of the Cerenkov interaction length, an output 
mode converter is used to couple the show-wave power while 
the electron beam is dumped in the collector. The output 
mode converter can be treated as the reciprocal of the input 
mode converter. This is possible because the beam-wave 
interaction is very weak in the output converter where the 
beam is deflected. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have examined a dielectric Cerenkov maser ampli- 
fier, including space-charge collective effects in a rectangular 
cross-section structure. This configuration supports hybrid 
waveguide modes instead of the conventional TEi and TM 
modes. A streaming electron beam confined by a strong 
magnetic field was treated as a cold fluid by assuming that 
electron-cyclotron effects are negligible. The dispersion rela- 
tion for the sheet beam and hybrid mode linear interaction was 
obtained by solving an equivalent multilayer problem. Instead 
of numerically solving the transcendental dispersion equation, 
a growth rate near synchronism was analytically calculated 
in the low-current density limit. The saturation efficiency and 
saturation length, Lsat were also estimated. The validity of 
the resonant growth rate calculation requires X b  << 1 and 
z << L,,t. 

We found that a low-voltage and moderate current density 
beam (40 kV and 1 A/cm2) can amplify the EH10 mode 
of a dielectric-lined rectangular guide (eT = 10-SO), with 
a 0.8-2 dB/cm growth rate in the 35-GHz range. The EH20 
and EH30 modes also yield significant growth rates in slightly 
different frequency bands. Nonlinear mode suppression and 

slight modification of the guide dimensions should provide 
adequate mode selectivity. 

We have derived a general set of coupled mode equations 
valid for a dielectric-lined mode converter of rectangular 
geometry, which can be used as an input or output coupler for 
the Cerenkov interaction section. The forward and backward 
coupling, multicoupling, and beam-mode interaction effects 
were included in the derived coupled-mode equations. 

Since the beam-mode interaction mainly occurs in the 
uniform Cerenkov interaction region, the coupled-mode equa- 
tions were further simplified by neglecting the beam-mode 
interaction effects in the tapered coupler. With this assumption, 
the coupled-mode equations can be solved analytically. For a 
gradual taper profile, the solution was expressed in orders of 
a perturbation matrix 2. The solution is valid for an arbitrary 
profile shape. 

Analytic solutions for particular tapered coupler design were 
obtained as follows. The two-mode forward coupling was 
explicitly solved for a TEf“,“t-to-EH$’” converter with a 
simple linear taper profile. The unwanted EH11 power was 
found to be -12-dB below the input TElo power over the 30- 
to 40-GHz range. The EH12 and HEll modes were -45 dB 
below the input level. By examining the coupling coefficient, 
the profile was then improved by a three-piece linear taper to 
reduce the unwanted power in the EH11 mode to less than 
-27 dB at 35 GHz, and no more than -20 dB in the 32 to 
40 GHz range. 
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